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Date

throughout 02.2016

Language / Targeted
Audience

RUS, UKR

throughout Jan / Feb
RUS, ENG, CZE, SVK
2016

14.02.2016

15.-18.02.2016

15.02.2016

16.02.2016

Summary of the Disinformation

Link to the
Disinformation

Reported by

The photograph has nothing to
multiple accounts on do with Lviv; it was taken
see the Disproof column
StopFake.org
social media
during shooting of a historical
film: http://bit.ly/1oD2W64

There is a state-supported national
tradition of sexual abuse of minors in
Norway. "Barnevernet", Norway's
institution for protection of children's
rights, is part of this system; it's
common that they remove children
from their families on someone's
order.

http://bit.ly/1T3WTEL
http://bit.ly/1ReNpAB
http://bit.ly/21D6UtY
http://bit.ly/1UtL5Lt
http://bit.ly/1TKaPlQ
http://bit.ly/1oSjU14

biosferaklub.info//
czechfreepress.cz//
levanet.webnode.cz//
truthhunter1.blogsp
ot.cz // rg.ru //
segodnia.ru

Disinformation with origins in
2013 targeting the Russianspeaking community and
aiming at supporting traditional European Values
family values and staving off
Think-Tank
Western social influences.
Read the study of Re:Baltica:
http://bit.ly/1oSjlUM

TG1 @ RAI.tv

A sign on the wall is no proof
for such an accusation.
Moreover, it is in Russian, not
in Ukrainian:
http://bit.ly/1mZUHjs

StopFake.org

RIA.ru // Sputnik //
vz.ru // ïnforming.ru
// topwar.ru //
Komsomolskaya
Pravda // rubaltic.ru

For all claims: repeating a
previously debunked
disinformation:
http://bit.ly/1T0q0Zy

Official from
Lithuania

Poland, Hungary and Romania have
http://bit.ly/1QAqsaf
territorial claims against Ukraine.

ukraina.ru

None of these countries has
territorial claims against
Ukraine. Repeating a
previously debunked
disinformation:
http://bit.ly/1VHkcBU

StopFake.org

Saakashvili wants IMF out of
Ukraine

In fact, Mikhail Saakashvili said
that the IMF often resorts to
radical measures regarding
RT // Federalnoye
national economies, and in an
StopFake.org
Agentstvo Novostey ideal situation, a country would
not need financial assistance
from the IMF:
http://bit.ly/1LI9R3b

Ukrainians fight on the side of ISIS,
sign on the wall as a proof.

ENG, RUS

http://bit.ly/1RsKM0t //
http://bit.ly/1TbGnCO //
NATO threatens security in Europe;
http://bit.ly/1S5T0xJ //
tries to enlarge towards Russian
http://bit.ly/1TbGvSK //
borders; is moving in the direction of
http://bit.ly/1VILQyp //
containing and deterring Russia;
http://bit.ly/1RsLdrN //
http://bit.ly/1oEyf0q //

ENG, RUS

Disproof

Lviv celebrates city day with Nazi
swastika - photograph as a proof.

ITA

RUS, UKR

Disinforming
outlet(s)

http://bit.ly/1OxKG3h

http://bit.ly/1KO9vNH
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RUS, ENG, CZE

According to FSB, US companies
inject weapons of mass
zombification into Ukrainian water
and turn Ukrainians into
Russophobic zombies. These
weapons might be also used by
Coca-Cola and Nestle.

17.02.2016

RUS

Alexander Hug from the OSCE
Special Monitoring Mission in
Ukraine works for Dutch secret
services.

http://bit.ly/1XTF22m

Novorossyia @
VKontakte

No evidence given.

17.02.2016

RUS, UKR

ISIS fighters supported by the USA
and Turkey are fighting in the
Ukrainian city of Kherson.

http://bit.ly/1TLxbVk

PolitNavigator @
YouTube

Repeating an already
debunked disinformation with
no supporting evidence given.

RUS, UKR

The Greek Catholics and the Roman
Catholics have organized a coup in
Ukraine. The West has organized a http://bit.ly/21BZSpd
coup in Ukraine. Ukrainians are
Nazis. Ukrainians are Russians.

Russian Institute of Repeating an already
Strategic Studies
debunked disinformation with
@YouTube
no supporting evidence given.

Oleksandr
Nykonorov,
journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger,
researcher

RUS

The USA are preparing to
disintegrate Russia. They want to do
it via a liberal coup, after which they
will take control of nuclear weapons
http://bit.ly/1UsMJN7
on Russian territory. After that,
European countries, the USA, China
and Japan will begin an occupation
of Russia.

International community's
respect for Russia's territorial
dentv.ru @YouTube integrity & soveregnity is clear.
No supporting evidence is
given for these accusations.

Oleksandr
Nykonorov,
journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger,
researcher

21.02.2016

RUS

Ukraine has turned into a colony
governed by Georgians, people from
the Baltic states, and other thieves http://bit.ly/1RbW3zJ
and thugs wanted by Interpol // is
governed by Americans.

Voskresnyi vecher s
Ukraine is a sovereign and
Vladimirom
Pavel Spirin, former
independent state governed by
Solovyovym, 02:56
journalist
Ukrainian people.
(similarly at 13:10)

21.02.2016

RUS

Ukraine has destroyed the liberal
project in Russia.

Voskresnyi vecher s
Vladimirom
No evidence given.
Solovyovym, 12:14

17.-18.02.2016

18.02.2016

19.02.2016

http://bit.ly/1OGhEOQ // cont.ws // forthttp://bit.ly/1TIOW6y //
russ.com //
http://bit.ly/1XTJD4H
nwoo.org

http://bit.ly/1RbW3zJ

Far-fetched accusation; no
evidence given.

European Values
Think-Tank

Oleksandr
Nykonorov,
journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger,
researcher
Oleksandr
Nykonorov,
journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger,
researcher

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist
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21.02.2016

21.02.2016

21.02.2016

21.02.2016

21.02.2016

21.02.2016

21.02.2016

21.02.2016

http://bit.ly/1RbW3zJ

There is no civil war in Ukraine;
Voskresnyi vecher s
it is a conflict between Ukraine Pavel Spirin, former
Vladimirom
on one side and Russia-backed journalist
Solovyovym, 16:57
separatists on the other side.

http://bit.ly/1RbW3zJ

The international community
has not targeted Russia
Voskresnyi vecher s
through the falling oil
Vladimirom
price.Sanctions are following
Solovyovym, 43:00
Russia's aggression against
Ukraine.

http://bit.ly/1RbW3zJ

Voskresnyi vecher s Ukraine is a sovereign country
Pavel Spirin, former
Vladimirom
whose territory has been
journalist
Solovyovym, 55:00 annexed & occupied by Russia.

RUS

There is a civil war in Ukraine.

RUS

The international community has
decided to destroy Russia via
international isolation, fall of oil
prices, and financial sanctions.

RUS

Ukraine was artificially created as a
state hostile towards Russia.

RUS

Any independent opinion is
impossible for Ukrainian media; Kyiv
is spreading terror against freedom http://bit.ly/1RbW3zJ
of speech, as the ban on Russian
TV channels shows.

Voskresnyi vecher s
Ukrainian media present a
Vladimirom
variety of independent
Solovyovym,
opinions.
1:03:06

RUS

Riots in Kyiv are organised by Nazis.
If they win, the West will finally see
http://bit.ly/1RbW3zJ
that Ukraine is governed by Nazis
and lift the sanctions against Russia.

Voskresnyi vecher s
Vladimirom
Solovyovym,
1:05:13

Repeating already debunked
disinformation about Nazis
governing Ukraine, see the
Pavel Spirin, former
election results. The sanctions journalist
will be lifted if Moscow fulfils
the Minsk agreements.

RUS

As opposed to the US, Russia's
army is based on a defensive
concept. That's why it has more
tanks and nuclear heads.

http://bit.ly/1VLXetx

Vesti nedeli s
Dmitriem
Kiselyovym, 21:03

Russia's army has been
deployed in an offensive
Pavel Spirin, former
capacity in Crimea and Eastern journalist
Ukraine

RUS

Driving licences issued in Donbas
Peoples' Republic will be valid
worldwide.

http://bit.ly/1VLXetx

Apart from Russia and its
Vesti nedeli s
proxies, no countries recognize Pavel Spirin, former
Dmitriem
"Donbas People's Republic",
journalist
Kiselyovym, 1:06:36
neither its documents.

RUS

Ukraine does not help separatists of
Donbass to create their own banking
system, although it is supposed to
http://bit.ly/1VLXetx
do that according to the Minsk
agreements.

Vesti nedeli s
There is not such a
Dmitriem
commitment in the Minsk
Kiselyovym, 1:07:20
agreements.
and following

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist
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21.02.2016

RUS

Europeans ban Christianity from
public life.

http://bit.ly/1VLXetx

Vesti nedeli s
No evidence given. Christianity
Pavel Spirin, former
Dmitriem
is widely and freely practised in
journalist
Kiselyovym, 1:51:50 Europe.

21.02.2016

RUS

The United States are guilty of
starting the war in Syria.

http://bit.ly/1VLXOHI

Vremya pokazhet,
04:13

21.02.2016

RUS

The US threaten Russia with a war,
which it will conduct through Turkish http://bit.ly/1VLXOHI
army.

Vremya pokazhet,
37:02

21.02.2016

21.02.2016

22.02.2016

CZE

ENG, CZE

RUS

The story about 13 year old girl
being raped in Berlin is real, and
mass media hide it from public
because they support mass
migration and Russophobia. The
new "democracy" bans other
opinions than the official ones.

The article warns that the US
Senate is on its way to give the US
president unprecedented military
authority and declare an
international martial law all over the
world based on the new draft of an
Authorisation of the Use of Military
Force (AUMF).
British and American NGOs are
used for intelligence purposes, and
for destabilizing countries, as they
did e.g. in Ukraine, Yugoslavia, and
elsewhere.

No evidence given// The civil
war was the result of popular
and peaceful demostrations
against the government which
were violently suppressed
No such threats. Russian jet
infiltrated Turkish airspace, not
vice versa

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

http://bit.ly/1TM40Sc

zemavek.sk

Repeating older disinformation
with no supporting evidence.
The article does not mention
the Russian media involvement
in spreading the hoax. There is
no evidence of Western media
spreading the hoax and
Russophobia (Spiegel:
European Values
http://bit.ly/1SbTtyy; BBC:
Think-Tank
http://bbc.in/1KXn11j;
Independent:
http://ind.pn/1pkcP9g). // The
alleged rape of a thirteen year
old girl is not a matter of
"opinion", it is a matter of factsthe fact being that it did not
happen

http://bit.ly/1QnrQBq
http://bit.ly/1ThUh6D
http://bit.ly/1QGK7We
http://bit.ly/1WSeqhd

activistpost.com//
nwoo.org//
almanach.cz//
loadeer.com

The AUMF does not allow the
US president to have unlimited
military authority, does not
European Values
declare martial law and cannot Think-Tank
lead to a military dictatorship.
http://wapo.st/1pl5aru

http://bit.ly/1WRKrG7

dnr-pravda.ru @
VKontakte

No evidence given.

Oleksandr
Nykonorov,
journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger,
researcher
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22.02.2016

22.02.2016

23.-24.02.2016

23.02.2016

23.02.2016

CZE

The Russian president stopped
Americans from slaughtering
Russians in Crimea and Donbas
using football hooligans who
overthrew democratically elected
president Yanukovych. Vladimir
Putin also saved another
democratically elected president,
Assad, from being murdered.

ENG, CZE

According to a secret document of
the Russian MoD, US general
Dunford told Russian general
http://bit.ly/24wD5NW
Bondarev that president Obama had
http://bit.ly/1QfBUuN
ordered the murder of Judge Scalia
http://bit.ly/1TMlyh3
because he has blocked Obama's
Clean Power Plan (a plan aimed at
environmental protection)

http://bit.ly/1Ry9vAt

CZE

Huge propagandistic machinery by
Pentagon: revelation of journalist
Tom Curley.

RUS

The Russian education reform was
prepared by American secret
services.

ITA

The regime of President Poroshenko
is controlled by Washington, as it is
proved by the decision of President
Poroshenko to appoint Ms. Yaresko,
an American citizen, to the Ministry http://bit.ly/1oHY53B
of Finance. Ukraine cannot be a
united country as it is deeply divided
between a pro--Russian and pro-European regions.

http://bit.ly/1n99kkq / /
http://bit.ly/1XTK8M8

http://bit.ly/21C0Kdv

Protiproud.cz

Repeating an already
debunked disinformation with
no supporting evidence given / European Values
elections in Syria were not in
Think-Tank
compliance with international
standards

orgonet.blogspot.cz//
svetkolemnas.info//
whatdoesitmean.co
m

There is no evidence of any
secret document to support this
conspiracy theory. CNN reports European Values
that Judge Scalia died of
Think-Tank
natural causes:
http://cnn.it/1VMDZA7

nwoo.org //
teplickykuryr.info

Tom Curley's speech was
delivered six years ago and
dealt mostly with the Bush
administration, not with the
current events:
http://huff.to/1Qm6fJH

European Values
Think-Tank

gifakt.ru

No evidence given.

Oleksandr
Nykonorov,
journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger,
researcher

lantidiplomatico.it

Appointing an American citizen
anywhere does not prove a
regime is controlled by
Americans. Moreover,
Matteo Cazzulani,
Ms.Yaresko is a Ukrainian
freelance journalist
citizen. Ukraine has proved it
can be a united country before
Russian military aggression.
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Venezuela

UNICEF Accuses Kyiv of Aggression
http://bit.ly/1QQb9AF
against Donetsk and Luhansk

Telesur

Giovanna Barberis from
UNICEF UA never said
anything in the press release or
StopFake.org
press briefing about Kyiv
aggression:
http://bit.ly/1QncLzN

ENG, CZE

Americans live in a false reality
created by orchestrated events. No
one asks the truth about Syria,
Ukraine, 9/11.

prisonplanet.com //
almanach.cz //
OrgoNet @
BlogSpot.cz //
czechfreepress.cz

All the mentioned events were
examined thoroughly by both
the media and the authorities.

RUS

The civil war in Ukraine is entering a
new phase: Petr Poroshenko
http://bit.ly/1Qe5jpl
promised to resume full-scale
shelling of Donbass.

Versia.ru

There is no civil war in Ukraine;
it is a war between Ukraine on
one side and Russia-backed
Pavel Spirin, former
separatists on the other side. // journalist
Petro Poroshenko has not
made any statement like this.

25.-26.02.2016

RUS, ENG, CZE

The USA wanted to create a pseudo- http://bit.ly/1piWaD9 //
Islamic state in Syria, which would
http://bit.ly/1QPRjFy //
help ISIS destroy Iran; Vladimir
http://bit.ly/1LOpDta //
Putin stopped them from this.
http://bit.ly/1oRiCDw

politrussia.com //
loadeer.com //
ctusi.info //
almanach.cz

No evidence given.

25.02.2016

ENG

NATO kills Serbian children.

pravdareport.com
(English version of
Pravda.ru)

Nothing in the article
EEAS
corresponds with this headline.

CZE

A member of the Czech TV Council
confirmed that the national TV is
http://bit.ly/1RycxF4
supposed to brainwash people
according to the orders from the EU.

lajkit.cz

The person in question never
said anything like that.

CZE

The USA plan a military exercise as
a follow-up to the Jade Helm
exercise. The aim of those exercises
should be a fight against alternative
http://bit.ly/1TIRQrY
opinions by establishing martial law
and locking up the inconvenient
citizens into FEMA camps similar to
concentration camps in Germany.

aeronet.cz

Combination of several
conspiracy theories about the
Jade Helm
European Values
(http://bit.ly/1QYSG0l) or FEMA Think-Tank
camps (http://bit.ly/1RydGMQ)
with no supportive evidence.

23.02.2016

24.-26.02.2016

24.02.2016

25.02.2016

25.02.2016

http://bit.ly/1oI047Y //
http://bit.ly/1QFt5HX //
http://bit.ly/21tNA5C //
http://bit.ly/214EVRK

http://bit.ly/1n1xltJ

European Values
Think-Tank

European Values
Think-Tank

European Values
Think-Tank
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CZE

The European Commission is
founded on Nazi ideas.

http://bit.ly/1VMFjmD

25.02.2016

RUS

Ukraine Aims to Thwart the
referendum in the Netherlands:
hackers have found a letter signed
by Viktor Hvozd, the chairman of the
Ukrainian Internal Intelligence

http://bit.ly/1oIX8YD
http://bit.ly/1Sc8PmK
http://bit.ly/1nbc9Bw
http://bit.ly/1QQ8dEh
http://bit.ly/1T412Ze

26.02.2016

RUS

26.02.2016

RUS

27.02.2016

RUS

25.02.2016

Ukrainian culture is a part of
Russian culture. Ukraine is part of
Russia.
The USA are aiming for more
military actions in the South-East of
Ukraine.

http://bit.ly/1Rdqy8v

http://bit.ly/1Rdqy8v

The European Commission is
not founded on Nazi ideas, but
on values of human dignity,
European Values
svobodnenoviny.eu
human rights, freedom,
Think-Tank
democracy, equality and the
rule of law.
Lenta.ru// Channel
5// Russkaya
The letter is fake and first
Vesna// Novosti
appeared on the CyberDonetskoy
berkut.ru site, that have
StopFake.org
Respubliki//
published fake documents
Narodnyi
before. http://bit.ly/1UtVaYP
Korrespondent
Vremya pokazhet
Ukraine is a sovereign and
Pavel Spirin, former
17:50 (similarly in
independent state.
journalist
23rd minute)
Vremya pokazhet
33:34

Mark Toner from the US Department
multiple, see the disproof
of State told Maria Zakharova from
shipilov.com
article
Russian MFA to shut up.

No evidence given.

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

In fact, Mark Toner said "it is
put up or shut up time":
http://bit.ly/1VM0wNv

Dmytro Spivak,
Dragomanov
University
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